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Abs tract
Entering the atmosphere of Jupiter successfully will be
tre!.___endously rewarding but will, in the meantime, require a sub-
stantial improvement in present technical resources. A discussion
of per _-"..... _u_L_o,__ of a m_,_l,e_ knowledge of Jupiter, the cons "_- '-" _ _
atmosphere, and a very brief review of ballistics and general
hypersonic heat transfer considerations lead to the development
of a heat transfer prediction scheme based on stagnation point
heating in hydrogen. A computer program for atmospheric entry,
for each of a variety of initial entry angles and velocities,
atmosphere parameters, and vehicle characteristics, calculated
the ballistics and thermodyanmics over the entry trajectory. In
particular, mass loss due to ablation was quite sensitive to
initial entry velocity, which ranges from 48 to 60 kin/see, de-
pending upon the advantage taken of Jupiter's very high rotation
rate. An entry was designated "surviving" if, at the Jovian
cloud tops (zero elevation), the vehicle had lost no more than
90% of its initial mass and had a velocity of less than I kin/see.
With this context of survival, only posigrade, equatorial, grazing
incidence entries will be successful; at least, these entries
are relatively more successful than any others. Identified as
major techno].ogical problem, areas are planet,._1._y composition,
tb.ermophysical properties of! high tempei:ature g_scs (r,.otably
hydrogen and he.l" , _ ' " " _r_n ...._ and ablativelu.aj, _ype:,_.sonxc heat .... r,_
materia!s pe_.-fo_.u,_ance,
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Much of the information needed to understand the internal
structure and development of the outer planets cannot be ob-
tained unambiguously using current remote techniques. Spectro-
scopic and occultation measurements from flybys and orbiters,
and ground-based observations can yield information which is
pertinent mainly to the atmospheres above the clouds. And, un-
fortunately, those remote sensing techniques which do involve
deep atmospheric penetration do not give composition data. An
atmospheric probe offers the distinct advantage of acquiring
not only composition, structure, and other data correlated
spatially and temporally, but also information which cannot be
obtained remotely.
The principal difficulty in successfully penetrating the
upper atmospheres of the outer planets can be traced to the
characteristically high entry velocities,to the difficulties
in estimating vehicle performance, and to the major uncertain-
ties and lack of information about such entries. At Jupiter,
for example, the entry velocity would be in the range 48-60 km/sec.
These velocities, which are several times larger than typical
Earth entry velocities, imply at least a factor of ten increase
in heat transfer magnitudes over those currently manageable in
Earth and inner planet entries.
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The objectives here are to determine on a preliminary
basis the thermodynamic feasibility of outer planet entries,
especially into Jupiter's atmosphere, and to delineate the
major technical problem areas associated with them. The study
concludes that a surviving entry into Jupiter's lower atmosphere
is feasible and can be best accomplished using a grazing tra-
jectory, but it also points out that there are many major
assumptions inherent in this judgment. The approach consisted
of first obtaining empirical expressions for the instantaneous
I
!
vehicle heat absorption rates, and, secondly, estimating the
total heat absorption over the trajectory together with the
resulting mass loss. An IBM 7094 Fortran II computer program
was employed to calculate instantaneous total heat absorption
rates at the stagnation point. (It was assumed that such rates
l
I
I
would be greater than the rates averaged over the whole vehi-
cle.) The instantaneous rates were integrated over the entry
trajectory, and mass loss estimates were derived from them
using an assumed, constant heat of ablation (2500 cal/grams).
A fractional ablated mass loss was then computed by comparing
the mass lost by ablation with the original vehicle mass,
assuming also a constant ballistic coefficient during entry.
In the process of obtaining heat transfer prediction
schemes, several major technological problem areas, which must
be developed in support of detailed outer planet entry studies,
were elicited. These are:
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Planetary atmospheric composition and structure,
most especially the helium abundance
Theoretical and experimental helium and hydrogen
radiative data and laboratory helium and hydrogen
thermodynamic and transport data
Comprehensive hypersonic heat transfer prediction
schemes (for radiation-dominated flow fields)
Ablator materials performance, particularly in a
hydrogen environment, and as a function of initial
shape.
Some of the more important problems specific to this study in-
clude:
Ablation induced changes in the ballistic coefficient
Influence of ablation products on heat transfer
Helium-hydrogen reactions
Ablator and ablation product radiative properties
Boundary layer gas injection benefits
!
!
!
Helium convective heating
Definition of free molecule and transition regimes
in hypersonic flow
High 'g' structures and mechanical design
Upstream radiative heating
In order to assess the feasibility of individual entry
cases, a concept of successful atmospheric penetration has been
defined in terms of "survival criteria"; viz., that, at entry
into the cloud tops, an entry probe retain at least i0 percent
of its initial mass and that its velocity be no more than
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i km/sec. Within these criteria only grazing entry trajectories
are clearly feasible. However, because of the conservatism
used in the heat absorption estimates, the more objective con-
clusion is that in the context of these "survival criteria"
grazing entries are always superior to angle or direct entries.
In the following figure are shown, for a Jupiter entry,
the ablated mass loss compared to original vehicle mass, Fm,
and the "terminal" (cloud top entry) velocity, Vt, versus the
entry vehicle ballistic coefficient, Bo The values of F
m
greater than io0 are, of course, unreal. From these data it
is evident that direct entries are non-surviving - either
because of excessive mass loss at low B values or because of
excessive terminal velocities at higher B values. Reflecting
the strong influence of the high rotational speed of the planet,
the grazing entries survive over a rather wide range of ballis-
tic coefficients_
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i km/sec. Within these criteria only grazing entry trajectories
are clearly feasible. However, because of the conservatism
used in the heat absorption estimates, the more objective con-
clusion is that in the context of these "survival criteria"
grazing entries are always superior to angle or direct entries.
In the following figure are shown, for a Jupiter entry,
the ablated mass loss compared to original vehicle mass, Fm,
and the "terminal" (cloud top entry) velocity, Vt, versus the
entry vehicle ballistic coefficient, B o The values of F
m
greater than 1.0 are, of course, unreal. From these data it
is evident that direct entries are non-surviving - either
because of excessive mass loss at low B values or because of
excessive terminal velocities at higher B values. Reflecting
the strong influence of the high rotational speed of the planet,
the grazing entries survive over a rather wide range of ballis-
tic coefficients_
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Report No. S-4
THERMOPHYSICAL ASPECTS AND FEASIBILITY
OF A JUPITER ATMOSPHERIC ENTRY
i o INTRODUCT I0N
The objectives of this report are to obtain a prelimin-
ary assessment of the feasibility of outer planet atmospheric
probes, and to identify major technical problem areas. Primary
attention is given to Jupiter atmospheric entries. In the per-
formance of this study many assumptions were made which pro-
foundly affect the determination of feasibility of Jupiter
atmospheric entry. It was recognized that it is of equal, if
not greater, importance to point out the technological weak-
nesses necessitating these assumptions.
The interest in entering the atmospheres of the outer
planets with probe vehicles deriver in large part from the
limitations of ground-based and other remote techniques to
answer questions about the structure and composition of the
planetary bodies and their atmospheres below the clouds. Con-
ventional astronomy has identified conclusively several upper
atmosphere constituents and has given rough quantitative
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estimates of their abundances° Prevailing evidence strongly
suggests that Jupiter's atmosphere also contains elements and
compounds which cannot be detected - at least in the current
state-of-the-art - by conventional astronomical techniques.
Flyby and orbiter vehicles, which would have the effect
and advantage of improving spatial resolution and of removing
the absorption and scatter contributed by the matter between
Jupiter and an Earth-based observer, offer little improvement,
because the basic difficulty is that of planetary atmospheric
extinction and thus limited penetration. Some measurements
(e.go, most isotopic abundances) must be made in-situ.
An atmospheric probe can measure atmospheric properties
either directly or indirectly, but its unique value is its
ability to gather data continuous!y and simultaneously, so that
the structure of the atmosphere can be determined. Outer
planet probes also have the advantage that they penetrate the
lower atmosphere, a region inaccessible to remote spectroscopic
techniques.
All these considerations offer compelling reasons to
determine whether deep penetration_probes are feasible. This
report treats the question of whether probes can survive the
gasdynamic heating associated with Jupiter entries, thus re-
stricting the question to one of thermodynamic feasibility.
In this limited sense, feasibility is determined by the fraction
of the initial vehicle mass which survives entry heating.
Many important non-thermodynamic considerations, such as
liT RESEARCH INSTITUTE
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communications, terminal guidance, payload science, etc., are
recognized but have been specifically excluded from this study.
The scope of this study has been limited to Jupiter
entries, because Jupiter is the nearest and the largest of the
outer planets, with the highest escape velocity of all the
planets. Among the outer planets Jupiter is of primary inter-
est_ It is also a worst case on the basis of entry velocity.
Furthermore, the conclusions reached regarding the feasibility
of a Jupiter atmospheric entry should be qualitatively appli-
cable to entries into the other outer planets.
In Section 2 the planetary data used in this study are
summarized, with emphasis on Jupiter. Of particular importance
are the planetary escape and rotational velocities, and the
properties of the upper atmospheres (i.e., the atmospheres above
the cloud tops). We discuss the general aspects of heat trans-
fer in Section 3, and the problem of estimating hypersonic heat
absorption. Also in Section 3, a scheme referred to as survival
criteria is derived which forms the basis for determining the
thermodynamic feasibility of deep penetration probes. Section 4
details the development of applicable hypersonic heat transfer
prediction schemes, the synthesis of a heat transfer model, and
the method of estimating mass loss. The results and a discussion
of them, in Section 5, are presented in terms of peak heating,
total integrated heat absorption and the estimated resulting
mass loss. Finally, our conclusions and recommendations are
liT RESEARCH INSTITUTE
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given in Sections6 and 7_ These relate not only basic feasibility
results but also point out important areas for future research
activities.
2o PLANET CHARACTERISTICS AND DESCRIPTIONS
The planets Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto
are commonly called the outer or Jovian planets. Table i lists
for each of these planets some of their physical and astronomi-
cal characteristics and the effects of these on the velocities
of approaching spacecraft.
The ballistics and thermodynamics of planetary entry
are sensitive functions of gasdynamic velocity and atmospheric
density. In this section are indicated the important planetary
characteristics which influence these parameters. The total
inertial velocity, VH, for example, is basic; it depends upon
escape velocity, Ves c (measured at atmosphere entry), and VHP,
the asymptotic velocity of approach to the planet, determined
by launch date, launch energy, and trajectory. It is expressed
by the relation
VH 2 = VHP 2 + Vesc 2, (i)
in which
and,
2 2K/r (2)Yes c =
K = Gravitational constant (km3/sec2).
r = Radial distance from planet center to vehicle (km).
The gasdynamic velocity, VE* , however, is the velocity of
*In the remainder of this report the subscript is dropped, and it
is understood that the symbol V (= VE) means gasdynamic velocity.
liT RESEARCH INSTITUTE
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interest because it determines ballistic and thermodynamic per-
formanceo Its initial (drag-free) magnitude depends only upon
VH, the atmospheric rotation rate, and the flight path angle,
and is computed from the expression:
V 2 VE 2 2= = VH 2 + Vrp
in which
- 2VHVrp cos ?I ' (3)
Vrp = Equatorial atmospheric rotation velocity
= rp_ • _p%, (km/sec)
_p_ = Equatorial planet rotation rate (rad/sec).
?I = Inertial flight path angle (deg).
The vector relationships between these quantities will be ex-
plained more fully in Section 3. Characteristic velocities and
typical VHP values are given for each of the outer planets in
Table I. VH has been calculated using Equation 3 for direct
('_I = 90°) entries and for grazing (-_i_0 °) entries. The
strong influence of planet rotation rate on gasdynamic entry
velocity is very noticeable° The range of gasdynamic entry
velocities, in Jupiter's case, for example, is actually
59.90 ! 12_65 km/sec; if the vehicle enters directly in the
direction of planet rotation (along the equator), it is
47.25 km/sec; and in the retrograde direction, 72.55 km/sec.
Hence, the nominal range of Jupiter entry velocity is, for
practical purposes, 48-60 km/sec_
The structure of a planetary atmosphere (its composi-
tion, density, and temperature versus altitude) strongly
liT RESEARCH INSTITUTE
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influences the ballistic behavior of a vehicle and the entry
heat generation° Both the gasdynamic drag and heat generation
depend upon local atmospheric density, vehicle velocity, local
atmospheric composition, and vehicle characteristics.
A gross measure of the structure of an atmosphere is
the scale height, B -1, which is the vertical height in which
the density changes by a factor of e, and is defined by the
express ion
= _T (4)
The quantity M is the average molecular weight of the atmos-
pheric constituents; g, the acceleration of gravity; R, the
universal gas constant; and T, the absolute temperature. For
an isothermal atmosphere with constant composition, the density,
p, at any altitude, h, is then
p = po e-6h (5)
In Equation 5, Po is a "sea level" or reference density.
,Jupiter's atmosphere may be thought of in terms of an
upper atmosphere and of a lower atmosphere, with the visible
clouds defining the interface_ Structure information about
the upper atmosphere is uncertain and incomplete. Only tempera-
ture data exist for its lower atmosphere and are difficult to
associate with a specific distance below the cloud tops. The
elemental composition data in Table 2 represent a synthesis of
the data of several investigators (Rank et al. 1966, Kuiper 1952,
liT RESEARCH INSTITUTE
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Owen and Greenspan 1967, Owen 1967); they are current estimates
of the composition of the u__ atmospheres of the outer
planets_ The data in Table 2 are not necessarily precise;
because of the nature of the measurement techniques, errors of
+ I00 percent are not uncommon. Hence, we urge caution in
adopting these data for additional calculations. They have been
presented mainly to indicate typical values for these quantities
(Baum and Code 1953, Spinrad and Trafton 1963).
In Table 2, the Jupiter ammonia (NH3) data are from
Kuiper (1952). NH 3 has not been detected on any of the other
planets, even though its threshold for measurement is 10 -4 km-atm.
Also in Table 2 is the isothermal temperature, TI* , which is
the temperature of the stratosphere; the value for Jupiter is
from Taylor (1965), and those for the other planets, from
Kuiper (1965). The temperature of a blackbody receiver
located at the planet's distance from the Sun is the blackbody
temperature, TB (Allen 1955); it has been shown for comparison.
Finally, in Table 2 we list the calculated scale heights using
Equation 4.
Figure i illustrates the "Jupiter Standard Atmosphere,"
a model atmosphere we have adopted for Jupiter. It is by no
means certain that this model is valid, although it seems to
be a logical construction from available information.
Temperature, composition, and other data indicate that the
clouds surrounding Jupiter are condensed ammonia crystals.
*The temperature of the atmosphere above the
I
I
stratosphere, the
altitude at which the lapse rate, dT/dh, becomes negligible.
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TEMP
oK
88
,J_ I I0
un240
R
DENSITY
gm/cm 5
6.83 (-5)
1.28(-4)
ISOTHERMAL REGION
SCALE HEIGHT: 11.SKM
HELIUM/HYDROGEN RATIO: 0.56
AVERAGE MOLECULAR WEIGHT: 2.3
T=flr) U_8 km
LAPSE RATE=_ 2.6°K/KM
REFERENCE LEVEL
T_-"_ EVE L"
NH 3 CLOUDS
_50-60km
9.B2(-4)
H20 CLOUDS ( .?)
rpl = 71550 km
FIGURE I, JUPITER STANDARD ATMOSPHERE
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Since the thermodynamic properties of ammonia are known, in-
telligent estimates can be made of the temperature and pressure
conditions at the cloud tops. Analogous treatments of other
data yield the remainder of the information contained in
Figure i. The model presents a reasonable picture of Jupiter's
atmospheric structure in light of existing information. This
model, while pertinent specifically to Jupiter, should apply
qualitatively to other planets. Table 2, it must be remembered,
refers to the atmosphere above the clouds. The atmosphere below
the clouds remains virtually unknown_
• We emphasize the need for better upper atmosphere
data for the outer planets.
GENERAL HEAT TRANSFER AND BALLISTIC CONSIDERATIONS
Basically there are three regimes of hypersonic flow:
free molecular, transition, and continuum. The character of
a vehicle's ballistic and thermodynamic responses in each are
quite distinct°
The general expression for heat transfer rate is
q = CH (½ Poo V3) = CH " qoo ,
in which
(6)
q = Total heat transfer rate to vehicle, cal/cm2-sec
CH = CC + CR
CC = Convective heat transfer coefficient
CR = Radiative heat transfer coefficient
Poo = Ambient atmospheric density, gm/cm 3
liT RESEARCH INSTITUTE
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V = Gasdynamic velocity, cm/sec
qoo = (½ Poo v3) = free stream enthalpy flux, cal/cm2-sec.
The free stream enthalpy flux is the total rate of flow of
kinetic energy in the flow stream. The factor, CH, the heat
transfer coefficient, ranges from nearly unity in free molecular
flow to the order of 10 -3 to 10 -5 in the continuum regime.
In this section we will discuss hypersonic heat trans-
fer in general and indicate the various processes comprising
it. The more detailed development of a heat transfer model
will be given in the next section° Consistent with the stated
objectives, we will identify the principal problems attendant
to the hypersonic ballistics and thermodynamics of Jupiter
entries.
3.1 Free Molecular Heating
In the free molecular flow regime the heat transferred
to the vehicle can be a substantial fraction (CH_0.1-0.8) of
the total kinetic energy of the free stream. It would be im-
portant here if free molecular heating (e.g°, at velocities up
to 60 km/sec) persists for long times° A large amount of heat
then would be generated in the vehicle with little compensating
velocity reduction_ Ideally the vehicle should spend a minimum
of time in this regime°
Free molecular interactions occur when a molecule strik-
ing a surface is reflected and does not re-encounter that sur-
face before reaching equilibrium° The molecules colliding
with a surface interact with it independently of one another.
liT RESEARCH INSTITUTE
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The situation is not qualitatively different when the surface
also is moving. The energy and momenta transfer will depend
upon relative velocities; and as long as each molecule inter-
acts individually with the surface, the energy exchange will
be a large fraction of the total kinetic energy of the surface
and the molecule. The surface will experience an increase in
temperature as a result. The thermal energy absorbed in free
molecular flow can be estimated with much greater certainty
than can the limits in which free molecular flow exists.
Throughout this report we refer to free stream enthalpy
rate, qoo' free molecular heating rate, qFM' and maximum
(effective) free stream heating rate, qF" To avoid confusion,
we define qoo as the total enthalpy rate in the free stream
(½ Poo V3)° We define qFM as CH • qoo within the regime of
free molecular heating_ We arbitrarily assume that the maxi-
mum fraction of the free stream enthalpy rate which can be
transferred to the vehicle in any flow regime is 0°5. Thus
qF is 0°5 q_, but in this case represents an upper bound on
the heat transfer rate. To distinguish, note that qFM is the
estimated actual heat transfer rate in free molecular flow,
while qF acts as an upper bound to heat transfer estimates in
all regimes of flow,
3,2 Transition Regime Heating
Estimating heat transfer in the transition flow regime
has always been a particularly difficult problem because the
shock layer changes very rapidly in geometry and thermodynamic
liT RESEARCH iNSTITUTE
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structure. Nonetheless, we are faced with the necessity of
estimating the heating contribution in the transition regime.
The heat transfer coefficient CH varies in this regime from
about 0.5 initially to somewhere in the region of 10 -4 at the
inception of continuum flow.
We reqaire some idea of the importance of this regime
in terms of heat transfer rates. The velocity of a Jupiter
entry spacecraft is of the order of 48-60 km/sec. The thermal
velocity of Maxwellian molecules with a molecular weight of
2°0 at Jovian upper atmosphere temperatures (_-_88°K) is
0 85 km/sec. The extremely high ratio of vehicle velocity to
average ambient molecular'velocity implies effective capture
of all molecules encountered in the flight path Until the
density of these "captured" molecules is such that the oncoming
flow stream interacts principally with the "captured" shock
layer, rather than with ,the vehicle body, the flow will be in
the transition regime.
We can estimate the length of time the vehicle will
spend in this regime by calculating the time required in verti-
cal descent to generate a weak shock layer° This will be the
time it takes to sweep out enough molecules in the vehicle's
path such that their accumulated density will result in a mean
free path roughly the same as the vehicle's radius. For a
radius of 0_5 meter and a shock layer thickness of i0 cm this
density would be 5 x 10 -12 gm/cm 3. The vehicle will sweep out
a number of molecules equivalent to this density when it has
liT RESEARCH INSTITUTE
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descended to an altitude at which the ambient density is of
this order, assuming no molecules escape.
It can be shown that the altitude change in which the
accumulated density of molecules reaches 5 x 10 -12 gm/cm 3 is
very much less than the scale height, 6 -1, and in general, the
altitude change, _h, corresponding to this swept out density
is such that _h<i_-lo This reasoning suggests that the shock
layer develops in a time<< $-I/v once significant ambient den-
sities are reached° For Jupiter's standard atmosphere $-I_II km,
so that for V = 60 km/sec, the shock layer is developed in a
time _0o25 seco This is a small fraction of the total entry
time and because the shock layer is developed at very low den-
sities, an even smaller fraction of the total entry heat ab-
sorption is involved.
In a somewhat analogous manner, the same qualitative
result may be obtained for grazing entries° The difference is
that the time to descend a scale-height in altitude is usually
at least an order of magnitude longer than in direct entry°
But since the "effective capture" of enough molecules to form
a shock wave depends on ambient density, the portion of the
trajectory in which free molecular and transition regime heat-
ing will be important is almost negligible compared to total
entry time. This conclusion results from the fact that shocks
will form at very low densities (_10 -13 gm/cm 3) and thus at
relatively high altitudes.. The maximum transition time, and
the altitude at which a shock layer is evidently formed,
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suggest that: both free molecular and transition heating will
be negligible. Our succeeding discussions will not consider
them further.
The important question is: What are the actual density
and velocity criteria or conditions for the onset of a shock
laver (the end of free molecular flow)_ and when is the shock
laver fully develo e__d_?
3,,3 Continuum Heating
In the continuum regime the molecules of the oncoming
flow stream interact with the vehicle's shock layer rather than
with the vehicle. Continuum heating thus refers to the total
heat exchange between the shock layer and the vehicle. Ordin-
arily, convective laminar heating would be the dominant heat
transfer process, But in the range 48-60 km/sec, many other
processes come into play. Ther_nal radiation from the shock
layer will] be a princ, ipal heat transfer process (i.e., 20-80
p_rcentl to t_1 heat transfer). Diffusion of chemical species
through the bou_Idary layer, ion recombination at the vehicle's
surface, ablation product radiation, chemical and physical re-
actions liberating radiant energy, laminar and turbulent con-
vection, non-equilibrium radiation, and many other processes
contribute to the total heat transfer to the vehicle.
The heat transfer predictions in this study neverthe-
less include only thermal radiation from the bow shock and
laminar convective heating in the stagnation region. With the
intent to generate only a "first look" at the overall Jupiter
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entry problem, we have not sought detailed descriptions of any
of the above processes° More than one species of atmospheric
gases and more than one ablator component immeasurably compli-
cate these descriptions°
We assume from previous considerations that the shock
layer in the continuum regime is fully developed. There are,
however, many other necessary assumptions to be made; and it
is very important to emphasize those which arise from deficien-
cies in the state-of-the-art of hypersonic heat transfer and
to distinguish them from those made simply to facilitate cal-
culations. These assumptions are stated and discussed in
Appendix Ao In discussing them we have noted the probable ef-
fect of each on the heat transfer estimate. Most assumptions
tend to be conservative; that is, the effect of the assumption
should be an over-prediction of the heat transfer rate. A
summary of the assumptions is given in Table 3o
3.4 Survival Criteria
Whether a vehicle can physically survive the total
entry environment is only part of the question of feasibility.
In addition, we recognize several other criteria for determin-
ing feasibility. The survival criteria in their simplest form
reduce to the requirements that the vehicle velocity at entry
into the cloud tops be less than 1 km/sec and that the surviv-
ing mass fraction be at least 0oi. Without these or similar
criteria, mission feasibility judgments would be meaningless.
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Table 3
SUF_IARY OF IMPORTANT HYPERSONIC
HEAT TRANSFER ASSUMPTIONS
Assumptions of Necessitx
A, Optically thick shock layer
B_ Uncoupled heat transfer processes
C. Chemically inert ablation products
D. Negligible ablation product heat transfer
E. Chemically inert atmospheric constituents
F o Negligible surface ion-electron recombination
G, Constant ba]]istic coefficient
Ho Constant composition of ,_tmosphere and negligible
heat transfer effect_ of minor constituents
A_umptions of CoT_venience
Io Typicality of stagnation point heating
J. Negligible vehicle re-radiation
K_ Negligible vehicle heat capacity
Lo Negligible vehicle wall enthalpy.
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The latter criterion is completely arbitrary. The
criterion setting an upper limit to the vehicle velocity at
entry into the cloud tops (chosen at i km/sec) is in apprecia-
tion of the possibility of severe erosion by cloud crystals,
and to be certain that ionization effects will not disrupt
probe experiments in the lower atmosphere. Since a most impor-
tant phase of the probe mission is its descent through the
lower atmosphere, it further seems logical to maximize the time
the vehicle will take to traverse it. Therefore, the less the
"terminal velocity" (velocity at entry into the clouds), the
longer are the effective measurement and communications times.
At velocities greater than i km/sec the probe may not have
emerged from the communications blackout, and the ionization
sheath also may interfere with the payload measurements° Also,
since there is literally no information regarding the structure
of Jupiter's lower atmosphere, a rational design of a probe
specifically taking account of the lower atmosphere is virtually
impossible.
3.5 Entry Ballistics
An IBM Fortran II digital computer program was used to
solve the equations of motion of a vehicle in a planetary at-
mosphere; the program assumes a spherical planet and takes into
account the planet's rotation. The parameters include VHP, the
hyperbolic excess velocity; ryl, the inertial flight path angle,
which is defined at ho, the initial altitude; hp, the altitude
(vacuum miss distance) at perijove; Po' the reference ("sea level")
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density, here taken at the visible cloud tops (see Fig. i);
_-i the atmospheric scale height; and B, the ballistic coef-
ficiento Planet constants, heating expressions, and related
values are treated as constants of the program. The program
produces as output instantaneous values of velocity, accelera-
tion, ambient density, altitude, and heat absorption.
The terms "grazing" entry, "angle" entry, and "direct"
entry which occur quite frequently in subsequent discussions
all refer to entry in the equatorial plane and have the follow-
ing meanings: Grazin$ refers to a ballistic trajectory whose
distance of closest approach is in the planet's sensible atmos-
phere, and would otherwise miss the planet, were it not for
eventual capture due to atmospheric drag° Angle entries
(0 _-_i_90 ° ) are ballistic entry trajectories which pass
through the planet and thus would result in impact.. Direct
entries are special cases of angle entries in which the vehi-
cle follows a radius vector (i.eo, -_'I = 90°)" It should be
noted that the flight path angle in grazing entries -_I = 0°'
is not an unambiguous quantity° The equivalent grazing entry
parameter is the periapsis altitude, hp, which must be speci-
fied before a unique value of "?I can be calculated. These
general relationships are depicted in Figure 2o
The equations of motion in an inertial frame of refer-
ence and with fixed planet coordinates are:
• 2 -2
Vr = _ r - Kr + ar, and
• -1
= r (a t - 2V r)
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in which
Vr = Vehicle acceleration resolved in radial direction
= Inertial rotation rate of vehicle with respect to
fixed planet
= Vehicle acceleration resolved in tangential
direction
r = Radial distance from planet center to vehicle
K = Planet gravitational constant
a r = Radial component of gasdynamic acceleration
a t = Tangential component of gasdynamic acceleration.
For a planet with a rapidly rotating atmosphere the above equa-
tions of motion must be supplemented by those describing the
effective gasdynamic velocity° These are
where
V = tan -I Vr/(V t - r _p_),and (7)
V = Vr/sin _!E , (8)
:E = Gasdynamic flight path angle
Vr = Component of inertial velocity in radial direction
Vt = Component of inertial velocity in tangential
direction
_= Equatorial planet rotation rate
V = Gasdynamic velocity of vehicle.
The vector relationships of these quantities are diagrammed in
Figure 3.
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VH - TOTAL INERTIAL VELOCITY
Vt - TANGENTIAL COMPONENT OF V H
Vr = RADIAL COMPONENT OF VH
V E = GASDYNAMIC VELOCITY
Vrp=ATMOSPHERE ROTATION VELOCITY
LIFT
Vt
-Vr _'_'_ pV = r .ae L
_e
Vrp
Mr
(=-_ _
LOCAL
HORIZONTAL
"9
- INERTIAL FLIGHT PATH ANGLE,
REFERRED TO LOCAL HORIZONTAL
= GASDYNAMIC FLIGHT PATH ANGLE,
REFERRED TO LOCAL HORIZONTAL
- TRUE ANOMALY
FIGURE 3. ENTRY VELOCITY RELATIONSHIPS FOR ROTATING
ATMOSPHERES
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Because of the high radial rotation rate of Jupiter,
the gasdynamic velocity can differ substantially from the in-
ertial velocity, depending upon flight angle° The two must be
distinguished because the inertial velocity is governed by in-
I
I
I
ertial forces, whereas the vehicle's interaction with the at-
mosphere is determined solely by gasdynamic considerations.
In the computer program a grazing entry trajectory not
resulting in planetary capture is detected by calculating the
orbital elements when the vehicle re-attains the initial entry
!
altitude (300 kln), after passing the (vacuum) perijove, h
p"
If the eccentricity is 1.0 or greater, the vehicle is on an
escape trajectory. An eccentricity of less than 1.0 indicates
a multiple pass entry, and the program calculates the new
orbital elements; if the orbital period is 107 sec or less, it
t
!
!
i
t
I
!
I
I
calculates the location of the next entry point into the atmos-
phere and the flight parameters at that point. The program
calculates the ballistic and thermodynamic quantities whenever
the vehicle altitude is below 300 km. Thus each pass of the
multiple pass entries is described, until the vehicle reaches
zero altitude (the planet cloud tops). The actual number of
passes a vehicle makes before achieving an impact trajectory
is recorded in the program.
4_ HEAT TRANSFER PREDICTIONS
In this section we will separately formulate and dis-
cuss the convective and radiative heat transfer expressions
used in the computer programs, expressions which would be
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consistent with our assumptions and of the form:
a Vb (9)q = CI ° _oo
!
!
I
We prefer this form because p_ and V are natural parameters.
A major goal of this section is to identify key problem areas
in the development of heat transfer models and to give them
perspective.
4,1 Literature Searchin_ - Entry Technology
Entry into the atmospheres of Earth and the planets
1
(see Bibliography) has been discussed at great length by many
authors° A report by D. R. Chapman (1959) is the only one,
i
i
l
!
i
I
however, which seriously considers a Jupiter entry.
Chapman performed a parametric study of lifting and
non-lifting entries into Earth, Mars, Venus, Jupiter, and Mer-
cury. He considered mainly manned entries, and therefore the
entry trajectories were constrained in allowable deceleration
'g' ]imits_, The majority of his analyses pertained to entry
from circular orbits, and did not consider the total entry
heating problem.
4_2 The Jupiter H_y_p__rsonic Heat Transfer Problem
Entry into Jupiter's atmosphere involves initial gas-
I dynamic velocities from 48 to 60 km/sec. At present only edu-
cated guesses can be made of the heat transfer at these
velocities; pertinent experimental data do not exist. The
conversion of the gasdynamic velocity into thermal energy
causes complete dissociation, and nearly complete ionization
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of the atmospheric gases. The resultant heat transfer rate to
the vehicle is so high that ablation is the only effective
mechanism available to dissipate it o
The gross radiative properties of the ablation products,
which depend on their concentration and temperature, strongly
iafluence the heat transfer_ The heat absorption in the vehi-
c,le will depend critically upon how ablation product radiative
properties will affect absorbed radiant energy. The vehicle
will absorb (at least by assumption) all the radiation reach-
ing it, but it will be partially shielded by the ablation pro-
ducts_ The ablation products entering the boundary layer will
be further heated, dissociated, and ionized, and may effective-
ly absorb heat which would have reached the vehicle. This dis-
cussion raises these important points:
• The probability that the ablation products will
opacify the boundary layer is quite high; con-
sequently, ablation product radiation could
strongly influence the heat transfer rate. The
effects of a high ablation rate on the thermo-
dynamics of a shock layer are not known_
l_he effect of shock radiation can have an important bearing on
the assumptions about the free stream enthalpy flux. Moreover,
depending upon the radiant intensity and the magnitude of the
mean free path upstream, changes in the upstream composition
may occur through dissociation and ionization. In this study
we treat this effect as negligible because of the absence of
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pertinent data. But_ in line with our objectives, we point
out that this is a problem area.
• The shock layer radiation can affect the upstream
conditions by "heating" the otherwise undisturbed
gas ahead of the vehicle.
Theoretical estimates at least must be made of the high
temperature radiative properties of each of the planetary at-
mospheric constituents° The spectral absorption constants as
a function of temperature and pressure are necessary in order
to compute Planck and Rosseland mean free paths and thus to
obtain detailed radiative heat transfer estimates. More accurate
thermodynamic and transport properties are needed, especially
enthalpy and composition (species, fractional dissociation,
and ionization levels) VSo temperature and pressure° These
data are necessary for any reasonable approach to predicting
heat transfer in fully dissociated, and highly ionlzea flow
streams_ Assumptions about many of these quantities may lead
to order of magnitude uncertainties in heat transfer predictions
when dealing with velocities in the 30-60 km/sec range. The
key point is:
• Hypersonic heat transfer predictions hinge on the
availability and accuracy of high temperature
thermophysical properties data.
In constructing the general entry heating problem, we
excluded lifting vehicle concepts, electromagnetic braking,
boundary layer gas injection (Gross et al. 1961), hypersonic
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Idrogues, and other devices or techniques for reducing the de-
celeration and heating severities. While we do not discount
their individual potential values, the further uncertainties
introduced could hardly be justified in a "first look" study.
4°3 The Convective Heating Model
A great number of theoretical and experimental relation-
ships exist for undissociated flow in many gases and gas mix-
tures (see Bibliography)_ but relatively few for dissociated
flow, and even less for ionized flowo Prediction schemes for
heat transfer in the flow regimes in which ionization and radi-
ation processes may even dominate very often are either mostly
theoretical (e.g., Ahyte 1965) or highly specific (e.g., Allen
and James 1964).
No single convective prediction scheme could be found
which could be applied over the whole range of velocity as the
spacecra_ slows aow_ fLu_u _uu_c 6_ ' ' m,..... -,__.-__..
of available convective heating models is discussed in Appendix B.
We have adopted the Fay-Moffatt-Probstein (1964) method
for determining the convective heat transfer rate (ql for
hydrogen, q2 for helium) for velocities between 60 km/sec and
30 km/sec. For velocities below "30 km/sec a Marvin-Deiwert
(196.5) correlation has been used for the hydrogen convective
heat transfer rate (q3)° These heating rates are presented
for hydrogen in Figures 4 and 5 for typical direct entry and
grazing entry profiles for Jupiter° The heating rates for
helium have not been included because they are less well understood.
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4,4 The Radiative Heatin_ Model
The radiative and convective heat transfer rates are
not independent but by assuming them to be independent we in-
troduce a margin of conservatism. It is assumed that the net
radiation transfer to the vehicle depends only upon the shock
temperature, pressure and structure. A radiative heat transfer
model based on calculated gross radiative properties is derived
and discussed in Appendix C_
The radiative heat transfer rate, q4 for hydrogen is
shown in Figures 6 and 7 for typical direct entry and grazing
entry profiles for Jupiter_ Also shown are the heat transfer
rates, assuming the hydrogen radiates as a blackbody (q5) , and
the free stream profile (qF) which approximates the maximum
possible heating rate_ It must be emphasized that no credible
radiative data were found for helium and thus a useful model
:._uld net b_ a_,_l_
4.5 Overall Heat Transfer and Mass Loss Model
Though previous sections have somewhat anticipated the
intent of this section, we will bring together here the various
prediction schemes and indicate how total vehicle heat absorp-
tion and resultant mass loss are estimated. Table 4 lists
each expression and the gasdynamic velocity range in which it
is considered valid° In general, the validity of these expres-
sions is independent of free stream density_
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Table 4
SIrMMARY OF HEAT TP_ANSFER EXPRESSIONS
Range of Validity
V
(km/sec)
Free Stream
qF = 1o194 x 1.0-8 p V 3
Convective, qc
ql = i_81 x 1.0-12 p0o5 V2o65 (H2)
q2 = 1 x 10 -16 p0o625 V3o5 (He)
q3 = io94 x 10 -15 p0o5 V3o24 (H2)
Radiative, qR
. _9_ 1 R
- io6i23 x ,,_ p v (i_2]H4
q5 = 4°607 x lO "19 0.28 V3o68 (_t2 black-
body)
60=0
60-30
60-36
30-0
I
I
!
I
I
I
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The overall model, or system, we develop here follows
_h__ _ss_unptions mentioned earlier, we merely add the convective
_nd radiative terms in a consistent manner°
The convective and radiative expressions used in com-
putir_g heat absorption and mass loss are for hydrogen heating;
hey derive from the same thermodynamic data so that the heat
transfer results will be consistent. This latter point deserves
_,_ipha_qis because, in applying the model, it is very important
float, the trends be qualitatively correct. Even though the
_'_ating estimates may be subject to large uncertainties they
.q_u_[ b_ c:onsistent in order to compare with one another.
The nature of the assumptions and the conservatism in
doveloping the individual expressions, however, make it neces-
sary to have a check on the results of each heat transfer ex-
pre_sio_l in ot'der to discriminate against unrealistic values.
_n,:,,'ific;_llv_ the free stream flux, q_, is an absolute upper
hec_ting rate limit; and, any heat transfer rate which exceeds
qF is, of course, impossible° Likewise, in practice, the
__di_t:ive heat transfer estimate cannot be greater than the
bloc_kbody flux, e.g., q4 cannot exceed q5 o
The total heat absorption (HT) estimate is obtained by
adding the convective (HC) and radiative (HR) contributions
wiLhin valid velocity limits:
HT = HC + H R (i0)
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The', tota.1 convective contribution, HC, is the time integral of
ql (the FMP expression for H 2 convection) over that part of
_[_ Lrajcctory in which V$ 30 km/sec added to the time integral
'_f q2 (the extended Marvin-Deiwert empirical H 2 correlation)
_,'_','r the remaining trajectory, i.e.,
_t30 !0 tf
HC = / ql dt +
%o t
q2 dt (11)
H C = Total integrated convective heat absorption,
to = Time at beginning of trajectory
t30 = Time along trajectory at which V = 30 km/sec
Lf = Time at terminus of trajectory.
The radiative contribution, HR, consists of the time
i_,c,..gr_l '_f q4 up to the time n.[ which it equals q5 (blackbody
.......... P_ ..................... o ...... _ .......................
J
I_: /, t'ajec tory, t-hus
t jtf/ 1j q4 dt +
fiR =- 0 t I
q5 dt, (12)
tI = Time al.ong trajectory at which q4 = q5
tf = Time at terminus of trajectory.
]his latter is a reasonable procedure because whenever q4 ex-
_.eds qs' it almost always remains greater over the remainder
of the t.rajectory.
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LThe curves of heat transfer rate vs. time along an
_,__try trajectory show that no more than one percent (and gen-
_ally less than 0.I percent) of the total heat absorption is
_b_orbed at a heat flux of one cal/cm2-sec or less, compared
_o several thousand cal/cm2-sec at peak heating. Consequently,
_bi_,Jtion is expected to be the only effective heat dissipation
I
I
I
I mA = HT/qA*
_le_h_inism; and the mass loss follows by dividing the total
I_,_L absorption, HT, by the heat of ablation, qA*"
Since we are calculating total heat absorption per unit
_r_a at the stagnation point, we obtain a specific ablated
_la_s loss, mA, which is the quotient of HT over qA*' that is
(13)
I
I
I
The fractional ablated mass loss, Fm, is the specific mass loss
_I_vid_d by the overall projected (frontal) vehicle density
(i_,o, my/A); or
mA
Fm = _V7_ (14)
I
I
i',v d_fluition, the ballistic coefficient is
mV
CDA'
I
I
I
_ud, sinc_e we can and have arbitrarily set CD = io0, we can
,..,r iLe
mA HT/qA*
m B B
(15)
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This latter definition is the one used in the computa-
tions; its validity depends upon the vehicle and ablator densi-
ties being equal.. The magnitudes of the Fm values, however,
suggest that equating these densities is more a reality than
a_1 assumption. The advantage of Equation 15 is that masses,
projected areas, and densities of vehicles can be expressed as
one parameter, the ballistic coefficient B.
Perhaps of at least equal interest are the factors
which were not calculated in the entry heating programs. From
studying the Jupiter entry heating estimates, one can quickly
sur_nise that many processes routinely neglected in existing
programs may have to be accounted for. The effect of mass on
ballistic coefficient certainly will be a prime consideration.
The rocket (impulse) effect of the ablation products entering
t.he shock layer, the radiation pressure of the shock wave,
upstream heating, and magnetofluid-dynamiceffects, all exert
forces in addition to the gasdynamic braking. We mention these
,ffects because, collectively, they may be of importance.
4.6 Ablative Materia]s Considerations
Up to this point the discussions have dwelt mainly on
[_rediction of heat transfer° in the previous section, never-
theless, ablated mass loss was related to total heat absorption
through the quantity qA ._, the heat of ablation. Here we dis-
cuss the materials aspects of ablation, particularly considerations
arising from the limited empirical, and even more limited
theoretical, knowledge of ablation heat transfer.
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A successful entry, as we have noted, implies a toler-
able mass loss. For Jupiter entries, materials which have
large heats of vaporization or sublimation must be selected.
In such entries the effective he_it of ablation will be very
high, because of the very great dynamic pressures. Since
vaporization requires more energy than fusion the ablative
material should vaporize, and preferably sublime, but should
not melto It should not enter into exothermic reactions with
the hot gas stream_ Ideally it would vaporize at temperatures
sufficiently low that, even if the sublimation products are
highly absorptive of the shock layer radiation and are opaque
to their own radiations, the net heat transfer to the vehicle
will not be increased° In addition to the thermal environment,
very high g forces_ shock pressures_ and pressure and shock
gradien__s, add to the problem of obtaining an effective ablator
sys tem_
The materials which satisfy all of the above considera-
tions are few, if any. Graphite, quartz, and silicon carbide
are obvious ablator candidate materials at first glance, but
their reactions with hydrogen are high]y exothermic. Nylon
phenolics, fiberglass reinforced plastics, teflon, and similar
organic heat shield materials contain sufficient carbon and
oxygen to raise serious doubts about their performances. It
may be that certain ceramic materials such as the borides and
silicides_ may be suitable° We can summarize these remarks by
noting that:
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® Obtaining high strength ablative materials which
change phase with large activation energies yet
do not react chemically with hydrogen at high
temperatures may be a serious developmental
problem_
Another very important aspect of the ablator problem
is the question of optimum nose cone shape_ We have not adopted
the usual practice of choosing nose cone shapes to minimize
the total convective and radiative contributions. Such a
trade-off is not currently practical, mainly because the manner
in which the shape will change due to ablation is not known;
yet because large mass losses and consequent shape changes are
certainly indicated, the shape change question will be a criti-
cal one.
The magnitude of the heat transfer rates during entry
suggests that if they are not uniform over the nose cone,
lateral thermal stresses wiil be induced which may lead to
local mechanical failures (spalling) in the heat shield and
eventually to its premature destruction, particularly if the
ablation shaping tends to intensify the lateral gradients.
The initial shape therefore may be even more critical inasmuch
as the instantaneous heat transfer distribution and how it
varies are critical. The ablator, in order that its thermal
protection will be effective, must also have sufficient mech-
anical integrity to survive forces of Jupiter entry magnitudes;
and this integrity will also be strongly dependent upon initial
shape.
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in this report a sFecific :_blativ_ material has not
been selected bu_ one has been .._ssum_d _hich meets the general
requirements outlined above Further, _n effective heat of
ablation of 2500 c_i/gram i_ u,_d, which for convenience sake,
is assumed not to be appreciably affected bv pressure and
temperature, Admitt_,dlv, such :;vstems currently are beyond
the state-of-the-art bu_. abl Jrors with qA _" values of this
magnitude are clearly d_:-mandcd
We have intentionally tre-_t_d the overall ablator
materials problem gener_llv _nd quite' L'onservatively. There
can be little doubt theft abl.._cion effects will be important
irrespective of vehic le design the difficulty in estimating
heat transfer in ablating _y_t_1_ h_-_sbeen long recognized; it
is know, n, for e×ampl_-, _h_t _b_- eff_.tivEness of an ablator
depends, in w,_ys _ w,t i.,,._,,rlv uqd, r_tood, no_ only upon the
shape and size of th_ no_, co_, b,_t ,_is,_ quite strongly upon
the composition of th<. _:_mbt,.nr g,,_ Sueuaarizing:
• Tht.. calculation _.nd _.s_imari,._n of ablative heat
tr.msfer rem_i.ns as one of the most difficult
and complc--< ss[._..c[s of hypersonic heat transfer.
A choice of m_teri__Is or ev,.q _ class of
materials to _:nsid_-r is by no _eans obvious,
4_ 7 Summagj{. o f _a i_2r__rt,it2_i_ "__!..Prob ! em Areas
:The first of _n_v m-_jor i._rob.ltm _re._s is that due to
the unknown composition a,qd ,-tru_tur_ of _:heatmospheres of
the outer planets. In t:,:_rti_ular, ignorance of the helium
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abundance_ represents an im[_edim_nt of major significance, be-
cause the gasdynami_-s a_Id espe_ial]v the thermodynamics of
entry depend critica]ly upon it if composition is unknown,
the thermodynamics .[ik_wis_., ._r_ unknown. If complete composi-
tion data were avail_ible, the thermophysica] properties of the
components and appropriate .mi._:ture_ could be..studied° These
'data then could be used to e._ti,naee the effects on heat trans-
fer estimates of uncertainties whic:b might exist in the compo-
sition data,
The high temperature rJdiative properties of helium
are not available in the liter,iture in an engineering form.
The radiative and ther_nodyn,_mic properties of high temperature
mixtures of helium _nd hvdrogel l]k._wi_e do not exist in engin-
eering form a1_hough it i_ evident that astrophysicists have
had to predict the radi_-_tive [:r,_:t_rt.i_:._of l_i-He mixtures in
order to study solar and _t_,ll-_r r,_d[,_tion processes_
Accur,_te e_timates of [_he he_:t transfer to entry vehicles
and of their therrn_1 _:erf,.',r:n_ncewould b_come possible only
through a comprehensive _ch_:m whic_h couples the radiative,
convective, and diffusive mod_ of heat transfer and takes ac-
count of the strong inter.lcti_._n of the ablation process with
these modes. Finally, the que_tions surrounding the choice of
an ablator material for outer l,.l,_n¢_tentries will inevitably
engender considerable develo[_:_nt effort, primarily to find
hydrogen-compatible materials and optimum initial shapes. The
multitude of possible heat. tr_nsfer suppression techniques and
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devices aggravates the ablator development problem because
none have been proven in simul._ted out(_r planet environments
or at the velociti(_ of interest here 'these problem areas
have been listed in Table 5,
5o DISCUSSION OF RESUI_rS
Basically, thE- results obtained in the study are ballis-
tic and thermodynamic' profiles ,I_ a function of initial entry
parameters for .!upiter_ _hese data include trajectory parameters
(velocity, altitude, flight path angle, etco), heat transfer
rates, and integrated heat absorption into the spacecraft.
Table 6 lists the parametera varied or used to generate these
data, While not all of the possible cases implied in Table 6
were run, a sufficient number _;ere computed to establish the
more important parameters
The purpose of this s_ction is to interpret the ballis-
tic and thermodwlaTnic data in ._crm_ of feasibility. Let us
recall briefly the ._urviwll critc, ria. viz., that at entry into
the cloud tops _z(-ro altitude_ w¢_ require that the terminal
velocity, VF, be less than I km/aec and that the fractional
ablated mass loss, Fm, be less than 0 9_ these are the key
elements in the assumed surviv._l scheme.
Before going into ch_ survival results, however, we
would like to call attention to several representative heat
transfer profiles In Figure 8 are plotted the time profiles
of the estimated total tconvective and radiative) heat absorp-
tion rates for a vehicle on a direct entry trajectory; in
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Table 5
MAJOR TECHNICAL PROBLEM AREAS
1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Planet Considerations
I. Elemental abundances (He, H2, CH4, NH3, Ar ...)
2. Scale height (RT/Mg) vs. altitude
3. "Sea level" density or pressure
Heat Transfer Considerations
I. Basic Gas Propertie__Ks
Radiative properties of helium to 60,000°K
Engineering form
Analytical approximations
Experimental validity
Ther_nodynamic _nd radiaLive properties of
hydrogen to 25,000°K
Experiments.! val idity
Chemistry, physics, and engineering properties
of gas mixtures (transport properties, recom-
binatior, gas interactions)
Engineering form
Analytical approximations
Experimental validity
2. G__asdynamics and Heat Transfer
Shock structure (in geometry and time)
Shock onset conditions and transition flow
Stagnatlon point conditions (temperature,
pressure, density, shock thickness)
Enthalpy distribution
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Table 5 (C0nt'd)
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Heat and mass transfer effects on thermodynamics
of shock layer
Radiation from shock layer(s)
Ablation effects
Chemistry effects
Upstream effects (radiation heating)
Comprehensive heat transfer models
Coupling of convective, diffusive, and
radiative heat transfer modes
Ablative materials considerations
Hydrogen compatibility
Initial shape
Ablation shaping
Thermochemistry and high pressure effects
Thermal stress
Mechanical stability
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Figure 9, for a grazing entry_ The important point is that
over a major part of the trajectory, the heat transfer rate
greatly exceeds 1 cal/cm2_-SeCo And in general, it is found
that the integrated heat absorption at fluxes less than
I cal/cm2-sec is negligibly small compared to the heat absorp-
tion integrated over the entire trajectory. These results
justify our assumption that all heat absorbed causes ablation.
An interesting and potentially important deduction can
b__ made by noting the magnitudes of the heat transfer and ther-
modynamic quantities characterizing a vertical Jupiter entry.
O.r_e can see that the rate of ablation is easily high enough
to cause a quasi-rocket effect in which the ablation thrust,
to first order, augments the gasdynamic drag. The effects of
radiation pressure, of _blation shaping, and of numerous other
_actors a1_o may be signific.anto It would seem that they
should be _crounted for and, taken advantage of, in reducing
er_try he_Iting magnitudes° In short, the heat absorption and
di,.ssip_it:io_ mech:_nisms ac¢_ompanying very high speed hypersonic
entries might well be put to advantage in reducing net total
heat absorption and mass loss.
51 Heat Transfer Results
Most of the heat transfer data follow predictable trends
so that there is little point in displaying other than summary
graphs. Aside from the very high heat fluxes, it is of interest
and benefit to observe the dependence of qmax (the maxima of
the various profiles) upon B, the ballistic coefficient, upon
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_:. , the inverse scale height, and upon -_'I' the inertial
flight path angle. These relationships are shown in Figures
i0, II, and 12, respectively. From these relationships and
from t:he fact t:hat the total entry heat absorption, HT, is
proportional to qmax' it will be easier to understand the sur-
vival results and to scale them to the true atmospheric param-
e _:e rs,
In comparing the qmax and HT for each scheme over the
range of entry conditions, it became apparent that an unusual
effect occurs (compared to entries into the Earth's atmosphere):
grJzing entries result in both a lesser peak heating rate and
a lesser total heat absorption. _u'_.n_=Is" +_e _=#_=oe.... of a very
high atmospheric rotation rate. From a thermodynamics point
of view grazing entry trajectories are clearly preferred.
_.asL,v, in terms of _'_+ -_o__n _hp parameters VHP.
DV, and hp have comparatively insignificant effects. VHP's
ranging from 0 to 14.9 km/sec produced less than a 2 percent
ir_c_ea._;e in qmax" Via retro-maneuvers, the entry velocity was
t:educed in certain direct entry cases by 6 kin/see; the resultant
reduction in qmax and H T were not large enough to be worthwhile,
be_._ause a ret.ro DV of -6 km/sec implies a mass loss (due to the
e_:penditure of fuel and propulsion structure) of roughly 90 per-
cent of t:he initial vehicle mass. The value of such a maneuver
to reduce the heating effect is evidently negligible. In graz-
ing em:ry cases, the vacuum miss distance, hp, over a range of
300 km is found to affect qmax less than 10 percent.
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5.2 Mass Loss Estimates
The reduction of the heat transfer data to obtain mass
loss estimates in general followed the description given in
Section 4_5. Tables 7 and 8 contain representative raw data
and the survival results obtained in the cases of direct entry
and grazing entry, respectively_ For information, the peak
accelerations experienced on the entry trajectory also are
given.
A vital issue in the concept of survival is the manner
in which the fractional ablated mass loss, Fm, is defined_ For
this reason we reiterate the bases inherent in its definition.
The heat absorption estimate is on the basis of the total heat
absorbed in one square centimeter at the stagnation point;
(it should thus overestimate the heat absorption averaged over
2
the entire sho¢_k layer)° Fm is then the ablated mass per cm
divided by the initial mass of the vehicle per cm 2 of frontal
area. There is, of course, in this simple definition the im-
plicit assumption that the densities of the ablator and of the
overall vehicle, on average, are equal°
5,3 Survivs.I/Feasibility Resul_s
Representative survival results for Jupiter entries are
given in Figures 13a, b, and 14a, b. Figures 13a, b show F
m
and terminal, velocity_ Vt, versus the ballistic coefficient, B,
for two direct and two angle entry cases° It is evident from
the survival criteria that direct entry probes do not survive.
An Fm of i_0 implies total mass loss, and higher values are,
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of course_ fictitious°
In the direct entry cases and also in angle entry cases
the mass loss curves ostensibly indicate survival of heavy vehi-
cles; the Vt curves, however, show that these vehicles will
have terminal velocities in excess of 1 km/sec. The higher
terminal velocities imply that the thermal histories are not
complete; hence the corresponding fractional mass loss curves
would be optimistic.
The importance of these data lies in the fact that
grazing entry trajectories appear to be feasible while those
of direct and angle entries do not.
In the case of jupiter, direct and angle entries exhibit
4
very few advantages except that their terminal guidance require-
ments are not acute_
Another important point to recognize is that the com-
puter program does not correct for mass loss. Yet, the mass
loss obviously is very large, and one would expect large changes
in mv/A and corresponding changes in B. If m V decreases pro-
portionately faster than A, the decreasing B would have the
effect of slowing the vehicle st a rate faster than a vehicle
with constant ballistic factor_
From Figures 13 and 14, it is obvious that mass losses
are very substantial. In order to obtain a very quick and pre-
liminary estimate of the mass loss effect, a separate program
was written using approximations to the entry equations which
are reliable only for direct entries. This program corrected
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the bal]istic coefficient only for the mass change, not for
changes in frontal area or drag coefficient; it used an improved
heat transfer integration routine• The results are displayed
in Figure 15. The Fm values for direct entries which have been
plotted in Figure 15 will be slightly different from (and
better than) those given in the previous graphs and tables. In
two Jupiter direct entry cases, Fm was calculated as a function
of initial B using in one case the mass loss as a correction to
B, and in another case using a constant B. For an initial B
of 7.5 g/cm 2, the mass loss case gives F' = 0 372 as opposed
m " '
to Fm = 2,17 for the constant B case; the terminal velocities
(Vt) were 0°485 and 6.521 km/sec, respectively. For an initial
B of 37.5 g/cm 2, the results show that in the mass loss correct-
ed case F' = 0 178 and F = 0 961 (the uncorrected case); in
m ° ' m °
the mass loss case V't = 16.98 km/sec vs V t = 18.86 km/sec
• F w(uncorrected) The differences between the corrected (m) and
uncorrected (Fm) values are remarkable. Clearly the magnitude
of the mass loss has a very profound effect upon the entry
thermodynamics and upon ultimate survival.
Finally, we should remark on the connection between
multiple pass entries and survival. The importance of multiple
pass entries is that they greatly increase the maximum surviv-
ing B value. The greater range of surviving B values in grazing
entries (Figs. 13, 14) results from the fact that the heavier
vehicles take as many as three passes before being captured in
an impact trajectory. This range would have been even larger
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if the maximum orbital period following the first pass had been
set larger than 107 sec. The grazing entry trajectory data
also reveal that:
As B increases, the maximum h for entry capture
P
on the first pass decreases.
All vehicles regardless of B value will not enter
on the first pass if h > i00 km.
P
All vehicles (irrespective of B) will escape (or
enter very long period orbits) if h > 125 km.
P
Multiple entries do not substantially increase
the total heat absorbed and from a survival view-
point represent a rather good means of entering
heavy vehicles successfully.
The above results are only very slightly affected
by atmospheric parameters (i.e., "sea level"
density and scale height).
Peak deceleration forces in grazing entries range
from 50 to 200 g's, contrasting with direct entry
g's of 6000 and greater_
5.4 Overall Results
As with most entry situations, the effect of entry
angle is very strong, but in Jupiter's case grazing entry tra-
jectories bear with them both a lesser peak heating rate, qmax'
and a lesser total heat absorption, HT. This, of course, is a
result contrary to that usually found in inner planet entries,
and is the effect of Jupiter's high atmospheric rotation rate.
The manner in which the fractional ablated mass loss varies
with the ballistic coefficient shows that direct entry vehicles
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with B > 7_5 g/cm 2
will not only experience increased qmax' but
will not "survive" in the sense we have defined it. These
deductions, however, result from the use of a constant ballistic
factor and do not reflect the possible benefits of other phen-
omena which may operate to reduce the heating effect. In
general, the results definitely favor grazing entry; the sig-
I
!
nificant effects, heating, total heat absorption, and decelera-
tion forces, all are substantially less than in the angle and
direct entry cases. Grazing entries in general permit a rather
wide range of B values to survive.
6. CONCLUSIONS
I
|
l
The conclusions fall into two basic categories: Feasi-
bility Results and Major Technical Problem Areas; both are very
important and not unrelated. The conclusions regarding feasi-
bility are heavily dependent upon our assumptions (see Appendix A).
Under the stated assumptions and conditions, grazing
I
I
I
entry trajectories appear to be thermodynamically feasible;
angle and direct entries apparently are not. The more general
conclusion, however, should be that grazing entries are always
superior to other modes° Because of the conservatism in the
heat transfer estimates, it is possible that direct entries in
I
!
I
reality might survive, but these conditions also would affect
the grazing entry survival results in a favorable manner.
The finding that planetary capture is assured for
h 1125 km then leads to the result that the most feasible
P
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entries are grazing entries with corridors of hp<125 km. But
such entries impose critical terminal guidance requirements,
Accounting for mass loss effects on ballistic coeffici-
ent, for ablation product specific impulse, for thermal radia-
tion pressure and for possibly important magnetofluid-dynamic
forces may result in large performance gains.
A retro maneuver in which as much as 6 km/sec would be
removed from the entry velocity has an effect on survival, but
the weight penalty greatly exceeds that which would have been
lost by ablation in accomplishing the same velocity decrement;
the case for using a DV to ease the entry heating problem can-
not be justified on a mass loss basis°
We can speculate on the survival of entry probes for
the outer planets by comparing planet characteristics and using
the same survival criteria° _Qrazj.n_ entries into Saturn appear
feasible, but the success of a d ire(Lt entry vehicle should be
considered° The feasibility of such entries, nevertheless,
depends on the elemental constit;ution of these planets in their
visibly accessible atmospheres, and upon the validity of the
survival criteria for each°
Major uncertainties in the composition of the atmos-
pheres of the outer planets, in the thermophysical properties
of high temperature gases, in hypersonic heat transfer, and in
the performance of ablator materials essentially comprise the
major technical problem areas°
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Our current knowledge about the composition and struc-
ture of the atmospheres of the outer planets is grossly inade-
quate for detailed entry studies° If helium is assumed to be
present, then the key unknown is its abundance, because this
one unknown introduces ultimately the largest uncertainty in
the survival results. Therefore, the questions of whether and
how much helium exists in the .Jovian planets are the most ur-
gent.
The ultra-high shock temperatures generated in outer
planet entries make it imperative that the chemistry and physics
of gases and gas mixtures (specifically H2-He ) at very high
temperatures and pressures be theoretically understood and
experimentally determined. The lack of engineering methods to
calculate their high temperature thermophysical properties,
especially radiative properties of gases and gas mixtures, and
the lack of experimental data pose serious impediments to
estimating even gross radiative properties.
Current heat transfer prediction schemes generally fail
to treat adequately, if at all, the collective heating effect
of the individual heat transfer proeesses, i.e., the total
hypersonic heat transfer environment° Schemes which treat the
radiation-dominant cases are too specialized to be of general
use. The basic deficiency is the inability to describe and
solve the coupling between modes of heat transfer and the gas-
dynamic variables.
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The physical survival of a Jupiter entry vehicle rests
\
almost entirely upon the effectiveness of the ablator system.
If the ablator fails, the vehicle fails. This deduction ex-
poses a more basic problem - that of establishing criteria for
selecting these materials. The response of an ablator system
to a very high heat flux environment substantially modifies
that environment, and the equilibrium reached in the process
varies with local geometry; and all of these vary greatly with
time_ The point is that without reasonable specifications of
the environment and of the materials, little hope exists for
making reasonable estimates of ablator performance in outer
p]anet entries by extrapolating current technology. The basic
question of materials performance itself is not clear, but it
seems certain to be related to hydrogen compatibility, ablation
shaping and optimum initial _hape, and to high pressure thermo-
dynamic s -
7. RECOFLMENDAT IONS
The helium abundance on the Jovian planet is a question
which we regard as the primary area for further study. The most
immediate question is, of course, that of a lack of data on
Jupiter's helium abundance. For this reason, we strongly urge
more ground-based observations (including Earth orbiting astron-
omy), and occultation experiments. These recommendations are
not inconsistent with the probe's mission, since we must know
a priori about the upper atmosphere, which the probe must pene-
trate in order to look at the lower atmosphere. Much closer
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bracketing of planetary composition and structure data will be
needed before engineering design may be initiated.
In recommending ground-based spectroscopic observations
we realize the extreme difficulty in detecting helium and
measuring its abundance, and that orbiters and flybys can add
little to improve this situation_ Occultation experiments,
however, can give scale height, if not composition information;
and such data would be very useful in resolving the helium
question, improved techniques and more sophisticated approaches
now being developed give some promise that reasonable ground-
based estimates of composition will. be available in the early
1970's. if not, consideration of sacrificial probes may become
necessary.
Even though Jupiter helium abundance data do not yet
exist, the thermophysical properties of helium are of general
interest and should be studied° In Jovian entry design studies,
the properties of pure helium (or pure hydrogen for that matter)
will likely be of limited value° More properly are needed the
physics and chemistry of a hydrogen.- hel ium mixture representa-
tive of Jupiter's upper atmosphere. Our current information
allows equally plausible models of hydrogen-rich or helium-rich
atmospheres° Assuming that reasonably accurate helium abundance
data are not soon forthcoming, we would recommend an exploratory
study to examine the gross properties of two hydrogen-helium
compositions, one 30 percent (hydrogen-rich) and the other 70
percent helium (helium-rich). Such a study should give a good
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feel for the types of, and difficulties in, the problems in-
volvedo Also, it would shed light on how the entry thermo-
dvnamics problems will vary with the individual outer planets,
since the planetary helium abundance is expected to increase
with inc_reasing distance from the Sun.
The transfer of heat. at very high velocities is tremen-
dously complex, and requires muc-h more understanding than appar-
erltly now exists. The thermal radiation transfer process, its
effects on the flow field and entha!py distribution, and its
interaction with the ablation products and oncoming flow stream
should be studied from a theoretical viewpoint as well as by
experimentation. A comprehensive heat transfer prediction scheme
is _ nec-essity. Accounting for separable or distinguishable
heat transfer processes individually will not be a valid approach
when, a_ in the (ase of very high veloc:ities, all these pro-
c':esses are strongly coupled and vary greatly with geometry and
time. For outer planet entries suc:h schemes must be developed
early enough to be available in engineering form to vehicle
designers°
The mechanisms of heat. transfer by ions and electrons
in collisions with the wa11. and the plasma-dynamic effects of
the ions on the structure and t.hermochemistry of the flow field
need to be understood more fundamentally. In short, the over-
all effects of intensely radiating shock layers on the heat
transfer processes deserve much attention.
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A materials system resistant to or inert to hydrogen is
very much needed° The ablator material would ideally be char-
acterized by high strength and optimum mechanical properties,
low temperature of but a very high heat of vaporization/
sublimation, and by transparent ablation products. The impor-
tant, if not the main, unknowns in ablator heat shields for
Jupiter entries are the optimum initial shape and the manner
in which the shape changes during ablation. The shape problem
is of fundamental importance and should be given early attention.
We cannot recommend the early initiation of studies to
devise techniques or processes to suppress entry heat transfer,
although there are evidently many constructive and theoretically
promising concepts_ One possible exception in this respect is
boundary layer gas injection, because it may drastically influ-
ence not only the overall heat transfer but the pattern of ab-
lation shaping.
For heavy vehicles, grazing entries with multiple passes
must be considered because of the survival conditions. There
is much room for optimizing the entry trajectory in terms of
survival criteria for such entries, particularly in the cases
of vehicles with non-zero Lift/Drag coefficients.
In addition to devoting considerable effort to the
development of the abqve technological problem areas, NASA
should also give early attention to the development of scienti-
fic objectives of total jupiter exploration, especially to
those that suborbital missions could support.
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Since the concept of survival we have devised has been
based on somewhat arbitrary criteria, it would be appropriate
to examine these criteria more closely in future endeavors.
In terms of specifics the above recommendations are
these:
A. Research on the helium abundance and the composi-
tion and temperature profiles of the outer planets
using theoretical and empirical models, ground-
based observations, Earth satellite astronomy,
multifrequency occultation and spectroscopy
measurements on early flyby/orbiter, and stellar
occultations when opportune.
B_ Theoretical and experimental determinations of:
io The thermal radiative properties of helium to
60,000°K, of hydrogen to 25,000°K, and of the
planetary minor constituents (CH4, NH3) to
25,000°K_
2_. The thermodynamic and transport properties of
helium to 60,000°K, and of the planetary minor
constituents to 25,000°K.
3. The effects of high temperature hydrogen-helium
chemistry on structure of the shock layer and
flow field°
C. Fundamental and applied studies in hypersonic gas-
dynamics to develop more comprehensive and more
accurat_e heat transfer prediction schemes or to
extend the range of validity of existing correla-
tions; and to better understand the effects of gas
injection, upstream heating, and of ablation and
ablation products on hypersonic heat transfer.
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Fundamental and applied research on low tempera-
ture, high enthalpy ablator materials resistant to
hydrogen/helium mixtures, on the geometric shape
changes induced by ablation, and on the ballistic
and thermodynamic effects of these changes.
An experimental probe to Jupiter, which would either
(I) enter Jupiter's upper atmosphere on a grazing
trajectory, capture a sample of its atmosphere, and
return to Earth for examination; (2) upon entering
Jupiter's atmosphere in a non-surviving descent,
provide a luminous wake for spectrographic analysis
by an orbiting spacecraft, or (3) be an instrumented
engineering dummy to determine the thermal environ-
ment, ablation rates, materials performance, and the
associated thermodynamics.
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Appendix A
HYPERSONIC HEAl IRANSFER ASSUMPTIONS
FOR THE CONTINUUM REGIME
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Appendix A
HYPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER ASSUMPTIONS
FOR THE CONTINUUM REGIME
ASSUMPTIONS OF NECESSITY
A. The shock layer is optically thick, and its opti-
cal properties may be calculated from a knowledge
of the Rosseland Mean Free Path.
The assumption of an optically thick shock layer corresponds to
a gas emissivity approaching unity; hence it is conservative.
The Rosseland Mean Free Path overpredicts emissivity except at
high opacity, thus erring on the conservative side. The assump-
tion becomes necessary (at least in this study) because the
shock statistics - composition, thickness, radiative properties
of constituents - are either unknown individually or their ex-
pressions are mathematically intractable.
B. Thermal radiation from the shock layer has a
negligible effect on shock profile and on con-
vective heat transfer.
Thermal radiation from the shock layer has the effect of reduc-
ing temperatures and temperature gradients, which in turn affect
shock profile and convective heat transfer. The assumption is
conservative but allows independent computation of convective
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and radiative heating_ It is conservative because the total
energy dissipation is not restrained by energy conservation
requirements, and thus the thermal radiation is not assumed to
deplete the energy available to other processes, and vice versa.
C. Ablation products do not react with atmospheric
components to increase the heat transfer.
The ablation products might enter into chemical reactions with
the atmospheric constituents, and may have a profound heat
transfer effect. We cannot judge the effects of uncertainties
in this assumption because the ablator material and its pro-
ducts in a Jovian atmosphere are unknown; nevertheless, an
appropriate choice of materials would minimize such effects.
D_ Ablation products do not affect the overall
heat transfer°
The heat transfer processes produce a very high ablation rate.
Unless a low temperature ablator is used, the ablation products
will be very hot, will contribute to the radiative heating,
and will affect the convective heating rate (Craig and Davey
1963). Nevertheless, the omission of their potential contribu-
tions to the total heat rate should not lead to large or un-
acceptable errors, because of compensating effects and also
because the predicted heat rates approach closely to their
theoretical limits.
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E. Induced chemical reactions of the components
of the atmosphere do not affect overall heat
transfer.
The outer planet atmospheres consist mainly of hydrogen and
helium. We do not expect that they will interact chemically
with one another to the extent of having first order effects
on the overall heat transfer. The minor constituents of methane
(CH4) and ammonia (NH3) likewise are not expected to react
significantly either with one another or with hydrogen and/or
helium. These constituents in general would not be expected
in other than trace concentrations above the cloud layers.
F. Recombination of electrons and ions at the
vehicle's surface can be neglected.
This process increases the heat transfer to the vehicle because
it involves considerably greater energy per collision than is
transferred in convection (in which only kinetic energy is
transferred). Without detailed calculations of the ion-electron
distributions in the flow field, it is impossible to estimate
what fraction of the total ion-eleotron concentrations will
recombine at the vehicle's surface, A previous assumption -
that of an optically thick shock layer - tends to reduce the
error in this assumption, since the optically thick layer will
radiate the energy before it can be released in surface recom-
bination.
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G. Over the major portion of the entry trajectory,
the ballistic characteristics of the vehicle
do not change_
In assuming constant ballistic properties we are actually asking
the quantity mv/CDA to remain constant; this may not be unreason-
able depending upon how rapidly vehicle mass, mv, and projected
(frontal) area, A, change due to ablation. However, if ablation
causes gross shape changes, the drag coefficient, CD, may also
change. This assumption must be made because large mass losses
are inevitable; the resulting changes in area and in drag co-
efficient, though perhaps dependent in part upon the ablator
and its initial configuration, remain unknown° The assumption
would be conservative if ablation reduces the ballistic factor;
this is probably the more likely occurrence because area would
change less rapidly than the mass.
H. The composition and temperature of the atmosphere
do not change° Minor constituents are not present
in sufficient quantity to register first order
thermodynamic effects.
All the trajectories in this report have been calculated under
the assumption of constant properties of the gas-dynamically
sensible atmosphere. The first part of this assumption should
hold in the case of Jupiter since we will require that all of
the velocity loss occur in the stratosphere (the isothermal
atmosphere). How well it would hold for the remainder of the
outer planets we do not know.
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The second part of this assumption removes the necessity
to calculate the thermophysical properties of minor constituents.
Lack of information and data concerning what elements are _re-
sent, in what concentrations, and about their high temperature
reactions and thermophysical properties necessitates this
assumption, Planetary composition information becomes increas-
ingly sparse going from the nearest to the furthest of the
outer planets.
A.2 ASSUMPTIONS OF CONVENIENCE
The assumptions made largely to reduce the complexity
or magnitude of the computational problem include:
I. Stagnation point heating predictions are con-
servative (pessimistic).
Peak heating usually oc_:urs at the stagnation point. Thus stag-
nation point heat absorptio_ rates generally over-_predict the
average heat transfer, The assumption is common practice and
easily justified in gasdynamic heat transfer experiments (Hayes
and Probstein 1959). With some configurations, however, peak
heating may not occur at the stagnation point; but in such
cases the excess over stagnation point heating is probably not
greater than 25 percent, and the overall geometric average is
probably still less than that at the stagnation point. Com-
pared to other possible errors, this is a minor one.
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J. Re-radiation from the vehicle is negligible,
relative to the radiative intensities in the
gas stream.
This is a conservative and realistic assumption, which removes
the need to calculate vehicle wall temperatures and enthalpies.
K. All heat transferred to the vehicle causes abla-
tion.
This neglects the relatively small storage and conductivity
terms in the heat balance. It is easily justified, and some-
what conservative.
L. The enthalpies of the vehicle body and of the
thermal boundary layer very near the wall are
negligibly small compared to that of the shock
layer.
This is a conservative assumption because it presumes a maximum
enthalpy difference between the shock layer and the vehicle
body. It also eliminates the need to calculate vehicle enthal-
pies and temperatures.
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Appendix B
PREDICTION SCI{EMES FOR CONVECR_IVE HEATING
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Appendix B
PREDICTION SCHEMES FOR CONVECTIVE HEATING
Ideally, we want a comprehensive prediction scheme or
correlation (a prediction scheme with experimental validity)
which will give total heat transfer rates at velocities up to
60 km/sec in a combined hydrogen-helium atmosphere. In fact,
however, there are no convective correlations for heat transfer
in either hydrogen or helium at velocities greater than i0 km/sec.
Convective heat transfer correlations usually break down when
ionization influences the heat transfer process. Since each
gas has its peculiar density and temperature conditions at
which ionization becomes significant, the present task becomes
one of finding the upper useful limit of a correlation, and
using a theoretical scheme at velocities in excess of this limit.
After reviewing several prediction schemes an expression
due to Fay, Moffatt, and Probstein (referred to hereafter as
FMP) was selected (Fay et al. 1964). This method estimates
the stagnation point convective heat transfer coefficient* in
I
I
I
*All of the expressions for heat transfer in this report are for
stagnation point heating and all assume a vehicle nose radius
of 0.5 meter.
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highly ionized flow fields about blunt spherical bodies. The
FMP method is quite general and should be reasonably valid for
velocities up to 60 km/sec.
The FMP expression is:
i_ c K s
(= CH) = 0.64 i
Rv
in which
_II/2 Ts
Cp s
Vp°°Cps J V2/2
e = @_/ps = (?-i)/(_+i) (for Moo >>i)
I Poo = Free stream (ambient) density
Ps = Stagnation point density
I _ = Ratio of specific heats, Cp/C v
Moo= Free stream mach number
R V = Radius of nose cone, 0.5 meter
I
I V = Gasdynamic velocity
I
I
I
I
I
I
(BI)
Cp =
S
k=
5 k (i + Ze)Effective ionic heat capacity ='2" _..
1
Boltzmann's constant
1
Z _
e
T _
S
Ionic mass
Effective electronic charge
Temperature in stagnation region.
The subscripts e and i refer to electrons and ions, respectively;
the subscript s refers to conditions in the shock at the stag-
nation point. The term c I K s comes from Spitzer (1956) and is
essentially the thermal conductivity in the gas stream at the
stagnation point, assuming a zero potential gradient. Spitzer
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gives the conductivity of an ideal (Lorentz) gas as
6 T 5/2
K s = 4.67 x i0 -12 T (B2)Z in T
e
where _
and
in T = 9.43 + 0.5 in (T3/ne) ,
n e = electron number density.
The quantities el, 6T, and T, defined by Spitzer (1956) account
for thermoelectric, real gas, and electron shielding effects,
respectively.
In the computations and throughout this report, the
heat transfer rates are expressed in units of cal/cm2-sec; all
other quantities are in cgs units unless otherwise noted. For
comparison:
i cal/cm2-sec = 3.60 BTU/ft2-sec
= 4.184 x 107 erg/cm2-sec
= 4.184 joule/cm2-sec
To obtain the FMP expression in the form of Eq. 9, i.e.,
velocity, V, and ambient density, p_, as variables, Equation
BI was solved for various values of V and p_. Table B-i lists
representative data resulting from such solutions for both hy-
drogen and helium. The logarithms of heat transfer rates ob-
tained were then cross-plotted vs. log V (at constant p) and
vs. log p (at constant V) to obt:_in the best fits to the pre-
scribed form. The process which Table B-I reflects is the
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following: Given Poo and V, the dynamic pressure, Ps' and the
enthalpy, hs, at the stagnation point could be calculated from
the expressions :
and
p*= 1/2 Poo V2 '
h = V2/2
s
Once h s and Ps are known, T s may be found in thermodynamic
tables (for H2, Kubin and Presley 1964, Krascella 1963), (and
for He, Lick and Emmons 1962), in which also we can find the
degrees of dissociation and the ion and electron fractions.
These data are then used to evaluate the FMP convective heat
transfer coefficients and heat transfer rates. All q values
refer to heat absorption in the vehicle.
The FMP heat transfer expression for hydrogen, ql' is
very well represented in the velocity range V> 30 km/sec by:
ql = 1.81 x 10 -12 Poo 0"5 V 2°65 . (B3)
Similarly, the helium convective heat transfer expression, for
V> 36 km/sec, is
q2 = i x 10 -16 Poo 0"625 V 3"5 . (B4)
Plots of log ql and log q2 vs. log V however, show dis-
tinct changes in slope (i.e., the exponent of V) at 30 and
36 km/sec for hydrogen and helium, respectively. At velocities
I
I
I
*The dynamic pressure Ps is actually Ps = Po + 1/2 PooV 2, but
the ambient pressure, Po, is usually very small compared to
1/2 Poo v2.
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below these "limits" the exponent of V approaches values more
commonly found in (experimental) correlations. In any case we
have regarded these "limits" as the lower limits of validity
for the FMP expression for predicting heat transfer in ionized
flow and also as the upper limit to an extrapolation of a
correlation, The basis for this arrangement follows from the
fact that at velocities less than 30 km/sec (for hydrogen) the
electron/ion density is less than i percent of the total number
density.
A correlation for stagnation point heating in hydrogen
reported by Marvin and Deiwert (1965) suitable for our purposes
is given in the form:
qoV_Te u
I - gw - _ (10__)Nco . (B5)
The Marvin-Deiwert heat transfer rate for H 2 (in which _ = 23.9
and N = 2.24) with R = 0°5 meter becomes:
= 10-15 0.5 V3.24
q3 1.94 x Poo . (B6)
(Marvin and Deiwert did not work with helium.)
Equation B6 compares reasonably well with the FMP ex-
pression (Equation BI). In the case of the reformulated Marvin-
Deiwert expression (Equation B6) calculations were made only
for velocities below 30 km/sec. It is well to note that this
represents a factor of three extrapolation and is thus bound
to deviate significantly from the true situation. The
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thermodynamic data show that ionization does not become signi-
ficant (heat-transfer wise) until this velocity is reached,
and the evidence seems to indicate that the usual convective
correlations break down seriously only when ionization is of
the order of i percent and more.
Finally, in selecting the hydrogen convective heat
transfer prediction scheme, we have adopted the Fay-Moffatt-
Probstein (FMP) prediction method (ql) for velocities between
60 and 30 km/sec and the Marvin-Deiwert (M-D) correlation (q3)
for velocities below 30 km/sec, because it has an empirical
basis and is conservative. Table B-2compares these predicted
rates at several velocities and ambient densities.
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Table B-2
COMPARISON OF PREDICTED CONVECTIVE
HEAT TRANSFER RATES
(cal/cm 2- sec)
Velocity
(km/sec)
Ambient Density
_4
+i0 -8 gm/cm 3 i0 -6 gm/cm 3
ql* q3**i ql q3
I
24 14+6 91.1 146 911
30 27+0 192 270 1920
36 42.8 339 428 3390
*ql, Fay-Moffatt-Probstein expression for convective
heat transfer in hydrogen +,(Fay, Moffatt and Probstein 1964).
**q3, Marvin-Deiwert correlation for convective heat
transfer in hydrogen (Marvin and Deiwert 1965).
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THE RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER MODEL
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Appendix C
THE RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER MODEL
In an effort to remain conservative, we have assumed
that the net radiation transfer to the vehicle depends only
upon shock temperature, pressure, and structure. We expect the
shock layer thickness in the free molecular regime to depend
upon the mean free path both upstream and downstream of the
shock front (Talbot 1962). Empirical measurements (Seiff 1962)
of the shock wave thickness, 6s, show that in the continuum
regime it is of the order of 1/10th the radius of the body -
the R/10 approximation. The transition from a shock layer
determined by mean free path (in the free molecular and transi-
tion regimes) to one determined by vehicle geometry bears im-
portantly on the radiative heat transfer estimate. The matter
becomes even more complex in highly ionized flows. In any case,
because it gives a far more conservative result, we use an
empirical value. Nevertheless there remain these questions:
How does the shock layer thickness and its
development depend on ambient density and
vehicle geometry; to what extent does the
flow regime affect this determination; and
what is the structure of a strongly ionized shock?
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!A search of the literature for the radiative properties
of gases at high temperatures revealed that while some theoreti-
cal studies are available, relatively few detailed calculations
except for air and other oxygen-nitrogen mixtures, have been
made, and with the same exceptions none have been directly sup-
ported by experiment_
Our approach then is to construct the radiative heat
transfer model based on calculated gross radiative properties.
Krascella (1963) has tabulated both thermodynamic data and the
Rosseland Mean Opacity (RMO) for hydrogen to 200,000 ° Rankine.
The RMO can be combined with the shock thickness to obtain an
approximate emissivity° The emissivity of a gas has the form
-6s/e R
cH = i - e , (CI)
which in the optically thick case reduces to
L R_H 6 / (C2)S
To first order we can now write the radiative heat transfer
rate, q4' of the shock layer radiation as
2qra d = (6s/LR) _Ts4 ,
where
(C3)
qrad = Shock radiation heat flux absorbed in vehicle,
6 = Shock thickness, cm
S
LR = Rosseland mean free path (= I/RMO), cm
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= Stefan-Boltzmann constant, cal/cm2-°K 4
Ts = Stagnation temperature, °K.
4 (from T data inThe hydrogen RMO data (Krascella 1963) and T s s
Table B-l) were both fitted to a curve of the standard form
(cf. Equation 9). Using in Equation C2 the RMO and T 4 data
S
and a shock thickness of 0o13 RV (Bronshten 1964), i.e., 6.5 cm
for R = 0.5 meter, we finally have the result for the absorbed
radiative heat transfer from a hydrogen shock:
2q4 = 3. 625 x 10 -25 pool'8 V 6 . (C4)
The radiative heat absorption rate in the vehicle is q4; 2q4
is the estimated total radiative flux of the shock, where the
factor 2 accounts for the fact that at least one half the radi-
ation flux is directed away from the vehicle. Equation C4 pre-
dicts the values computed from Equation C3 to within 20 percent,
but, in certain cases, exceeds the blackbody flux - in effect
predicting that eH = LR 1 6s > i. Since the radiative flux
cannot exceed the blackbody flux for any given temperature, the
latter acts as an upper bound on the predicted radiative heat
transfer rate. In the case of hydrogen the blackbody flux ab-
sorbed in the vehicle, at the stagnation temperature, is given
by the expression
4
2q5 = eT s
For helium, the blackbody heat flux is:
-30
2q6 = 5.832 x i0
= 9.214 x 10 -19 0.28 V3.680oo . (c5)
0.22 V5.60
0oo (C6)
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High temperature radiative data for helium could not be found
in a form useful for estimating heat transfer. It would be
possible to obtain these data from theory, but this was outside
the scope of the study. As Table C-i shows, q6 frequently ex-
ceeds the free stream enthalpy flux, qF' and hence is an un-
realistic prediction scheme. The time profiles of radiative
rates q4 and q5 are compared in Figure C-I for a direct entry
trajectory, and in Figure C-2, for a grazing entry.
We must emphasize that no useful helium radiative data
I
I
I
were found. Further, it should be realized that the radiative
data for hydrogen (Krascella 1963) are theoretically computed
data and have not been verified experimentally. Engineering
data must be generated before probe vehicles can be intelli-
gently designed.
I In Table C-I we have presented the heat transfer rates
predicted by the radiative expressions and the free stream
I
I
I
expression for selected velocities and densities. The magni-
tudes are very great and it is worth appreciating them in terms
of ablation rates. For example, if we assume an ablator density
of 1.0 gm/cm 3, a heat of ablation of 2500 cal/gram, and a heat
transfer rate of 6250 cal/cm 2 we see that the surface recession
rate is 2.5 cm/sec (at the stagnation point). Undoubtedly this
rate cannot long be tolerated.
The above schemes have all been based on properties of
the pure components, and it is worth asking to what extent the
pure hydrogen results would represent or depart from those of
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H2-He mixtures. As the temperature in mixtures of the two goes
up, much of the free stream energy will be absorbed in hydrogen
dissociation. In fact, because hydrogen would be almost com-
pletely dissociated before either H or He begins to ionize,
the properties of H-He mixtures can be estimated by averaging
properties of individual components, i.e., up to the point of
large electron number densities. Above electron mole fractions
of 10 -2 , however, the cross-sections for electron ionization
become of first order importance as does the probability of
ionizing collisions of hydrogen and He atoms. The risks in-
volved in simple averaging of thermophysical properties of hight
L_mpeL_ature gas mixtures become too .... + --,_,_-,-, _=_ _,,_
be considered.
Because the emissivity of the shock layer depends so
strongly on the shock thickness, and since the opacity of the
shock layer is crucial to the estimation of radiative heat
flux, the shock structure problem requires serious attention.
The magnitude of the calculated radiative heat flux makes it
imperative that the radiation absorption in the vehicle be
minimized. Possible techniques or devices to suppress the
stagnation temperature include vehicle reflectance maximization,
low temperature ablators, and gas boundary layer injection.
Low temperature ablators and gas injection would seem to hold
the greatest promise, mainly becaus_ of their potential effects
on the shock layer temperatures.
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